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Symphonic Metamorphosis on Themes by Carl Maria von Weber (1943)
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Notes:

Aftertones of Infinity was completed in 1978 and awarded the Pulitzer Prize for music in 1979. In this piece, Schwantner has created a fascinating commentary on perceptual time where passages move from suspended animation to frantic activity that often only hint at real movement. Traditional concepts such as "slow" and "fast" require new definitions. The piece takes its shape from a poem, written by the composer:

Dreams from a dark millennium--
  empyreal vision,
    vague myriad tendrils floating
    on an eternal voyage,
    journeying primordial pathways
    through cosmic cauldrons,
  to afterworlds beyond the edge of forever.

celestial voices echo the lost dreams
  of the children of the universe--
    the aftertones of infinity.

The Symphonic Metamorphosis was written in 1943 while Hindemith was employed as Professor of Music Theory at Yale University. Hindemith used the music of Weber in much the same way that Stravinsky appropriated Pergolesi in Pucinella. Some of Hindemith's recompositions include the jazz riffs in the second movement, and the Trio section of the finale quotes an American college song. Each movement is based on a specific Weber work, including Turandot, Six Pieces pour le Piano a quatre mains, and Huit Pieces pour le Piano a quatre mains.

Notes by Fred Cohen